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Why Do Customers Fear Their Service Providers?Why Do Customers Fear Their Service Providers?

Welcome to 2020, a New Year, a new opportunity to become so
much more. What does that mean?

It means more time for you to work “ON” your business, improve
your organization to change things that have bothered you for
years or just yesterday, and most importantly to grow your
business to become what your customers desire, as related within
this article, below, the extraordinary independent collision and
automotive repair facility, that you desire and more importantly
your customers are expecting.

YOUR association would like to suggest that you as the
independent business/shop owner look at your business with what
we like to call, “FRESH EYES”. Imagine it was the day you
opened, or purchased or were rewarded your business, and it was
the first day that you actually drove into the driveway of your
business.

Go back to that day you looked at a business location, take notes
like you did when you drove in, what did the business look like,
were there used cigarettes and papers on the property, did the
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building look like it needed paint or whatever you saw. 

Now, how does the business look to you, today, when you walked
the lot with your notepad, what did the bays look like or your
customer waiting center, how do your technicians tool boxes look
like, are they askew with tools everywhere, are the floors clean or
cluttered, are the floors marked for dangerous areas or blocking
the electrical boxes on the wall? 

Are you looking at your business with the eyes of YOUR most
important people in your business, your CUSTOMER?

Why, after all of that does the customer not trust you?Why, after all of that does the customer not trust you?

Read More for AnswersRead More for Answers

Quick Poll:Quick Poll:

How often would you like to hear from us?

Who Should You Know In Your Association?Who Should You Know In Your Association?

Member Highlight:Member Highlight:

We are all better with the right partners in growth!

We would like to suggest, the following Partner to
connect with:

Computer Related TechnologiesComputer Related Technologies  – YOUR associations technology
company, with over 25 years of business to business experience, a true
understanding of the needs of your shop’s information protection and more.
   
Delivering results with cutting edge technology, software and hardware
products, installed quickly and right to protect your businesses most
important data and information that you rely on daily, to keep your business
running at the peak performance levels, you need and desire.
Computer Related Technology, helping you and your organization to have the
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peace of mind that you’re working with high-end professionals with the
experience to deliver what your organizational needs are for now and in the
future. Contact CRT-2, and speak to

Howard Broughton, (owner and your valued Partner/Vendor) and his team of
experienced technicians at (315) 572 – 9007, or howardbroughton@crt2.com.

IN Addition, CRT-2 offers through their subsidiary company CNY Toner, CNY Toner,
LLC.,LLC.,  your compatible Copier or Printer toner needs, Ink Jet replacement
cartridges and Ribbon supplies for your convenience and needs. Reasonable
pricing for your business, and so much more. Contact them at
www.cnytoner.com
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